
Lead generation
for Sales People
and SME'S

1000STEPS
MASTERING
OUTBOUND
LEAD
GENERATION

C O U R S E  O U T L I N E  &

S Y L L A B U S



THE PROGRAM
Enhance  your outbound lead generation by building

up your global network, generating the leads you

want, & crafting your perfect business model. Master

the simple, but subtle, skills on ethical selling.

1000STEPS  SALES

ACADEMY  

HOW LONG?
Next course starts on November 30th, 2020

Engage in 4 x2 hour live-instructed sessions

Engage in 3  x1  hour follow up sessions

Access the sessions any time with our Thinkific portal 

KEY TAKEAWAYS

01
Build your brand, start booking

unlimited meetings on LinkedIn, 

02
Build out a solid referral model

that drives a consistant flow of

contacts with the right target

market

04

Understand how to network in a

digital world & convert leads into

appointments consistently
05

Build up your global network with

a nurture model for both current &

potential clients

HOW MUCH? 

AUD  150 GBP  90 SGD  150

Secure your place

06
Pull together your own database

into a useable, productive and

nutureable set of names.

Learn to book meetings on

Linkedin, WhatsApp, Email and

the phone.

03

https://1000-steps.com/outbound-lead-generation/


Our Outbound Lead Generation
course is aimed at strengthening and
digitizing your lead generation model.
Now, more than ever, it is critical for
you to start building your digital
network. LinkedIn is an incredible tool
that provides you access to connect
and engage with people around the
world.

1000Steps believes the traditional
methods of selling, which involves
pushy sales tactics, is a bygone
method that is not relevant anymore.
Our approach to sales is  human
centric, systematic and helps you work
with the clients you want, not just the
clients you need.

In this course you will learn the basics
of an outbound  lead generation
model along with gaining deeper and
more detailed insight on building a
more practical model tailored for you
and your team. Our goal Is to enhance
your career, network, and overall
future proof your lead generation
model. 

WHAT IS
OUTBOUND
LEAD
GENERATION?



WHO IS THIS COURSE FOR? 

SMES

STARTUPS

SCALEUPS

ENTREPRENEUR

TEAM LEADER

FOUNDER

CEO

SALES MANAGER

SALES DIRECTOR

SALES PERSON

PROFESSIONAL MAKING A HORIZONTAL CAREER SHIFT

NEWCOMER TO THE WORLD OF SALES

EXPERIENCED SALES TEAM MANAGER LOOKING TO GROOM YOUR SKILLS

ORGANIZATIONS OF ALL SIZES, INCLUDING:

FOR ANYWHO WHO IS A[N]:



KEY
TAKEAWAYS

Start to grow your global network

& LinkedIn presence

Build a nurture model tailored

around you & your team for current

& prospecting clients

Enhance your Referral and

Partnership model

Get the most out of LinkedIn, using it

successfully as a lead generation

tool. 

Understand the target market &

target personas of the people you

want to connect with

Confidence in posting, sharing,

nurturing & connecting

Build out a successful outbound

generation model that allows you

to engage with the right people, in

the right companies, in the right

industries
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HOW WILL MY WEEKS BE

STRUCTURED?
COURSE OUTLINE 

SESSION 1: OUTBOUND LEAD GEN INTRO
MONDAY NOVEMBER 30TH 8-10AM UK; 4-6PM SINGAPORE; 6-8PM AUS

In this session, we will focus on the basics: what outbound lead

generation is; how to master the perfect LinkedIn profile; how to build

out an effective database; the importance of ethical, non-spammy

approaches to messages; & the value of having solid metrics

SESSION 2: GLOBAL NETWORK
WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 2ND 8-10AM UK; 4-6PM SINGAPORE; 6-8PM AUS

In this session, will discuss how to unlock unlimited referrals; what

networking looks like in digital world; how to effectively & efficiently

nurture current & prospecting clients; & how to narrow down a target

market & persona tailored to your business specifically

SESSION 3: MODEL BUILD
MONDAY DECEMBER 7TH 8-10AM UK; 4-6PM SINGAPORE; 6-8PM AUS

This session will go through how to build your database; what content

creation looks like; how to market your brand for lead generation

basics; & how to effectively goal plan & manage your time

SESSION 4: MODEL BUILD & NURTURE TASKS
WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 9TH 8-9 AM UK; 4-5PM SINGAPORE; 6-7PM AUS

The final session will be cover how to book meetings & what your model

will look like for the future
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HOW WILL MY WEEKS BE

STRUCTURED?

COURSE OUTLINE 

SESSION FOLLOW UP POWER HOUR #1
MONDAY DECEMBER 14TH 8-9AM UK; 4-5PM SINGAPORE; 6-7PM AUS

1 hour peer to peer, collaborative + facilitated sessions where you

review & discuss the information covered in the first 3 sessions. First

session is around metrics, looking at posts, results, numbers of

connections and building your database.

SESSION FOLLOW UP POWER HOUR #2
WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 16TH 8-9AM UK; 4-5PM SINGAPORE; 6-7PM AUS

1 hour peer to peer, collaborative and facilitated session, this time

discussing your posts and how the reaching out model is working for

you. What brand models are working and whats not. By this point there

should be a deep collaboration between teams. 

SESSION FOLLOW UP POWER HOUR #3
MONDAY DECEMBER 21ST 8-9AM UK; 4-5PM SINGAPORE; 6-7PM AUS

1 hour peer to peer, collaborative and facilitated session, this time

doing a final wrap up; looking at the group metrics and plans for use

cases as attendees step out on their own. 



Sound university-level

learning models

LinkedIn modeling

that actually works

This course was built with one

purpose in mind; to equip you

with tools that actually

work. We’re not here to talk the

talk, we’re here to walk the talk

with you.

We have combined two core

elements that guarantee

success:

The course is built around the

principles of Bloom’s

Taxonomy where you learn

by engaging, doing and making

it your own. 

Set in a blended learning

environment as a combination

of face-to-face class time, live

online workshops, one-to-one

interactions and frameworks

we’ve harnessed the best

technologies to provide you with

a university quality course that is

instructor-led and online.

PEDAGOGICALLY
HOW IS THE
COURSE
DESIGNED?



Fraser Morrison, CEO of 1000Steps,
has 31 years of experience in various
sales roles selling products across the
world from the UK to Singapore.

He has spent 12 years developing the
Business Development Model and has
helped train various executives from
Fortune500 companies to new sales
teams in startups and scale-ups.

Fraser has helped groom sales
managers in organizations of all sizes
to achieve their targets and sales
goals in support of their teams and
businesses

WHO  TEACHES
IT?

FRASER MORRISON

CEO, 1000-STEPS

Fraser M



NETWORKING

AND

COLLABORATION

HAS NEVER

BEEN MORE

IMPORTANT


